SLOTTING OPTIMISATION WITH IBEX
WHY IS EFFICIENT SLOTTING IMPORTANT?
Because every piece of waste in your warehouse is costing you money. If you’re using manual or ad-hoc software you already know you could do better if only you had
the tools.
We can provide a solution that enables you:
 To identify the most appropriate slot in the warehouse for every SKU
Minimising your labour costs for picking, put away and replenishment.
 To implement good ergonomics for all aspects of product handling
Considering bend-and-reach ‘Golden Zoning’ to minimise back injuries and strain.

 To support customer-friendly orders
Using family groups to reduce put away times across your entire store network.

 To minimise product losses
By sequencing products along the pick path from heavy to light, promoting better pallet stability
and less damage to crushable items.

 To make best use of your space
Many clients believe that their DC is near to capacity when in fact efficient slotting can free up
significant amounts of space. If you think you need another DC you may find that you don’t.

WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE?
It would be impractical in a document of this brevity to attempt to show the breadth of what can be achieved with the world’s most sophisticated slotting software.
But we’ll try to give a few indications that can form a basis for further discussion.
The following images show an “Overhead View” of a stylised warehouse layout; a view that can be configured to show any of the characteristics of each SKU.
Typical attributes that we might want to consider include:
•
•
•

Case Weight, Density, Height, Cube Movement
Unit Movement, Hits, Promo-lines
Family Grouping, Multiple Picking Zones

Through careful interpretation of alternative slotting strategies we can arrive at a theoretical warehouse layout that provides the best match with all of your
operational performance criteria and constraints. At this point, we provide “Moves Lists” that can be implemented progressively with minimal impact on your day-today operations.

THE IMAGE SEQUENCE BELOW ILLUSTRATES A FEW OF THE FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE WITHIN OPTSLOT DC ™
Before Optimisation
This example on the right shows a view we can call up
once we have modelled your warehouse in the software.
It shows the percentile ranking for each SKU based on its
Unit Movement over a given period of time (its velocity).
The breadth of these percentile groups can be edited to
your preferences, thereby suiting the characteristics of
your own particular industry and DC configuration.
Note: By inspecting the colours you can see that in this
example that there are products from the top 0-20%
fastest movers (in red) distributed throughout the
warehouse. We can also see some slow moving (blue)
items very near the shipping dock.

After Optimisation
Using three zones delineated by the cross-aisles and some
simple slotting rules for illustrative purposes, we can see
that now the fastest movers are concentrated close to
the shipping dock.
The example is a real one, and is not entirely trivial. You
can infer that the slotting strategy has been constrained
by some rules and – as a result – there are some slow
(blue) items appearing among the fastest-movers
(red/orange).
There can be a number of explanations for this. For
example “hard” family grouping will ensure that a
particular SKU is always slotted with its family regardless
of its movement velocity.

Considering Density
The two images below show the same warehouse, this time taking account of product density. On the left is the rather random density that occurs when only unit
movement has been optimised. On the right we can see that the software has been used to improve
pallet-building along the pick path.

The density goal is in addition to the
unit movement goal within the three
distinct zones.
Each zone now has its own
“rainbow” of densities as we
proceed along the pick path from
dense to less-dense.

Left – Unconstrained Density
Right – New Optimisation

Reduced Travel
The primary aim of slotting optimisation is to reduce picking travel time without compromising store put-away. In order to achieve this, we must first model the
existing travel networks and enter your operating metrics, which include travel speeds, pick-times for particular SKUs (or locations, or both), order set-up and closing
times and so on. Once this has been accomplished, we can simulate the pick paths and pick times for each order, as illustrated in the images below.

This example shows a
“painted” order giving the
optimal route to pick a
real order from the WMS.
The optimised image
shows the same order
being picked with less
travel into the back of the
warehouse.

Left – Current Slotting
Right – New
Optimisation

WHAT SORT OF EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT SHOULD I EXPECT?
Across a range of market segments, historical results suggest that an efficiency improvement of 20% is perhaps “typical” but as a minimum at least 5% can be expected
in terms of a labour productivity increase for order picking. As this function accounts for typically 40-60% of the labour hours in a distribution operation, we can
provide for you a return on investment in months rather than years.
There will be additional less-quantifiable benefits resulting from reduced replenishments, increased pallet stability, fewer damages and improved customer service.

HOW DOES THE SOFTWARE COMPARE WITH ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS?
It has been designed and built by mathematicians and supply chain experts with more than 30 years’ experience. It is acknowledged as the best product of this type in
the marketplace, even by its competitors.

REPORTING AND ANALYSIS
Once we have started to home-in on likely strategies we run simulations and comparisons using the WMS order file data to validate our hypotheses.
The outputs from the report suite include the critical operating metrics as shown below, where we can see the lines per hour, units picked per hour, overall travel
distance and – perhaps most important of all – the projected financial savings. We can therefore review the consequences of adopting particular strategies before we
move a single box.

The example above is real, taken from an analysis of a warehouse in Canada. The software is currently in use around the world and keywords can be simply configured
in any language.

WHAT IF THE SITE IS “NEW” OR THERE IS NO ORDER FILE READILY AVAILABLE?
If you have unit movement data we can conduct a full analysis using a Monte Carlo Simulation, allowing you to consider not just where to slot SKUs but also in what
size bays and with what rack types. We can even carry out facility-design analyses for new-builds or refits.

WHAT DATA WILL WE NEED?
Basic data requirements are shown below. We provide you with full Excel data templates along with explanations of exactly what is required in each column. Items in
red below are essential for the software to deliver meaningful results whereas items in green will enable more sophisticated strategies to be evaluated.
The Item File:










SKU
Description
Current Location
Case Width/Length/Height
Case Weight
Allowable Slot and Pick Unit
Unit Movement
Velocity for Unit Movement
Warehouse Ti Hi







Hits
Family Groupings (eg: homebaking, beer, or “fast zone”)
Minimum Periods in Slot
Target Periods in Slot
Vendor Ti Hi






Time to pick the slot
Time to replenish the slot
Nomenclature (if you have your own naming structure “STD” or “EXTRAHi”)
Max Weight for Slot Location

The Slot File:







Location: Aisle/Bay/Level/Pos’n
Dimensions: Width/Depth/Height
X, Y & Z Coordinates
Pick Path Number
Allowable Slotting Unit(s)
Pick Unit

The Order File:






Order Date
Order Number
Store Number
Order Type
SKU, Unit, Quantity

Note:
The Order File should be as raw as possible. It is helpful to have any store order constraints or batching stripped
from the orders.

REVIEW OF NEXT STEPS
Typically, you’ll want to see the benefits of using this software quantified for YOUR operations, not from case-studies or proxies. We can therefore work
with you to construct a Proof of Concept (PoC) using data readily available from your Warehouse Management Systems.
PoC – Proof of Concept






To demonstrate to the capabilities of our software using real data extracted from the WMS on a live site.
To review any plans being created between Retail and Logistics, for example in store optimisation or remerchandising.
To illustrate how our software can aid visualisation and manipulation of slotting strategies.
To demonstrate how we can compare and contrast different strategies and model their pros and cons.
To provide a compelling case for using the software in a live environment.

Once the PoC has demonstrated the potential for significant savings, there are two routes forwards. We can either run the software ourselves and work
with your team to implement the moves list (this is known as “Slotting as a Service” or SaaS) or you can purchase a licence from the software vendors
and we will work alongside your team to train them to full proficiency while generating and implementing the moves lists with you.
a) SaaS – Slotting as a Service / Pilot
 To take the PoC through to an implementation and move SKUs in the warehouse.
 To validate the process across a live site and realise the potential from the new slotting strategy.
NB: SaaS could be undertaken multiple times at one site throughout a year for any seasonal re-slots depending on the fluctuation in SKU movements at a particular site.

b) Full Licence Purchase





Licence for the particular site is purchased from the software development company in the US.
Implementation and Training is undertaken by Ibex Management Ltd in the UK or as required internationally.
Re-Slot process is undertaken as part of the training (optional moves in warehouse).
Ongoing support available from Ibex, with backup directly from the software development company should it be needed.

Who are Ibex & the software development company?
o
o
o
o
o

Ibex Management Ltd has provided supply chain consulting services around the world since 1998, often using staff “on assignment” in senior executive roles.
The software development company provides best-in-class software to solve complex supply chain optimisation problems where competing goals and
constraints come together. It is the undisputed market leader, shy about its logo appearing on ad-hoc documents but readily found on Google.
The software company’s clients include many household names across the US, Canada, South America, Australia and the UK.
Ibex, through association with The FOTi Group, is a Sales and Implementation Partner of the software development company.
Licencing / Maintenance Packages are between you and the software company; evaluation / implementation services are between you and Ibex/FOTi Group.

